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ABSTRACT: In this paper modify the definitions of local maximum families of disjoint sets and local minimum 
families of disjoint sets. We define local minimum and local maximum colour classes to colour edges of the graph, and 
prove some results related to these two concepts. For any graph with known number of vertices, known maximum 
degree of vertex, and known number of edges, such that number of vertices not exceed twice maximum degree of 
vertex, we can determine minimum and maximum number of colour classes to colour edges of the graph, for any huge 
number of edges, and give many examples.. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
In paper [1] we introduced the concept of colouring of families of disjoint sets technique as a topic of set theory. We 
also introduce definitions of degree of intersection, meeting and standard of meeting, minimum number of families of 
disjoint sets and maximum number of families of disjoint sets. In paper [2] we introduce some concepts in graph theory 
to introduce new method for colouring edges and vertices of graph. This method has two types first related to vertices 
of the graph and second related to cycles. This method depend on the theory in our paper "Family of disjoint sets and 
Its Applications", with suitable changes. In paper [3] we prove minimum number of families of disjoint sets with 
known degree of intersection (minimum number of colours) and we introduce another proof for maximum number of 
families of disjoint sets (maximum number of colours).  Also in that paper we introduce the concept types of families 
of disjoint sets (types of colouring) and prove some results related to this concept, and we introduce the concept 
restricted families of disjoint sets (restricted colouring), restricted colouring is colouring in which we add a condition. 
Suppose we have small identical cubes, we want to colour these cubes such that any two adjacent small cubes coloured 
by two different colours, and any big cube consists of twenty seven small identical cubes coloured by twenty seven 
different colours, how many colours will be used. This problem of cubes can be solved by using restricted colouring. In 
paper[4] we assume both sets and graphs are finite. Results in that paper use colouring of families of disjoint sets 
technique for finite sets and finite graphs. Using results in that paper we can compare between colouring of families of 
disjoint sets technique and colouring of graphs in graph theory.  
In paper [5] we prove some results in graph theory using colouring of families of disjoint sets technique. We introduced 
the concept ofset labeled by families of disjoint sets and the degree of this set, as generalization to thedegree of 
intersection and proved some results related to this concept. We introduce sorts of families of disjoint sets(sorts 
ofcolour classes) as a concept related toset labeled by families of disjoint sets , also we compare betweenfamiliar and 
unfamiliar sorts offamilies of disjoint sets and explain that by some examples. 
In paper [6]we prove some results of edge’scolouring (trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring).Weprove some results 
of edge’scolouring for many graphs connected by bridges. In many examples we determine minimum colours to colour 
edges of the graphs only by calculation when we know number of the edges , number of the vertices and largest degree 
of vertex, whatever the graph is huge. We used the concept of trivial colouring and nontrivialcolouring to prove 
resultsof edge’scolouring for trees, bipartite graphs and complete graphs. 
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In this paper we modify the definitions of local maximum families of disjoint sets and local minimum families of 
disjoint sets, which we introduced in paper [1], and prove somepropositions related to these two concepts. 
Also in this paper we definelocal minimum andlocal maximum colour classes to colour edges of the graph, and prove 
some results related to these two concepts. For any graph with known number ofvertices, knownmaximum degree of 
vertex, and known number of edges, such thatnumber ofvertices not exceed twicemaximum degree of vertex, we can 
determineminimum and maximum number ofcolour classes to colour edges of the graph, for any hugenumber of edges, 
and give many examples 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

In this section we recall some definitions and results related to colouring in graph theory and colouring of families of 
disjoint sets technique.  
Definition2.1. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
be mfamilies of disjoint sets and 

iniii XXXX ,...,,, 321
be n sets such that any two sets 

belong to two different families of disjoint sets, and X is nonempty set, 
iniii XXXXX  ...321 , 

} r,n ,1,1,:{ iijij XnjriXxxX  then the positive integer n is called degree of intersection of X [1]. 
Definition2.2. Degree of colouring edges at vertex is maximum number of edges havedifferent colours at vertex [2]. 
Definition2.3. If we have m families of disjoint sets and we have a set all element of this set represent some of these m
families of disjoint sets, such that any two elements of this set represent two different families of disjoint sets and there 
is a relation between these elements of the set, then we call this set, set labeled by families of disjoint sets [5].  
Definition2.4. Suppose we have m families of disjoint sets and many sets labeled by families of disjoint sets, if 
maximum number of elements for each  set labeled by families of disjoint sets is n where ,mn  then n is called the 
degree of set labeled by families of disjoint sets. If mn  then the degree is called trivial degree or trivial case [5].   
Definition 2.5. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be m families of disjoint sets,

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
are nonempty different intersections 

of these m families of disjoint sets, each intersection of degree .n The family of disjoint sets 
i is said meets family 

of disjoint sets
j at these w intersections, if whatever we exchange families of disjoint sets at these w intersections, 

there exists at least one intersection the two families of disjoint sets 
i and

j appear at this intersection [1].  
Proposition2.6. Let 

r ,...,,, 321
be r families of disjoint sets and

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
be w  nonempty intersections, the 

family of disjoint sets 
i  appear 

iw times at w  intersections and the family of disjoint sets
j appear 

jw time at w  
intersections, then we say the family of disjoint sets 

i meet the family of disjoint sets
j at these w  intersections if and 

only if 
ji www 1 [1]. 

Proposition2.7. Let m ,...,,, 321 be m families of disjoint sets, wXXXX ,...,,, 321 are nonempty different intersections 

each of degree n , and it number of times the family of disjoint sets
i appear at these w intersections,then we have 

wnt
m

i
i 

1

[1]. 

Definition2.8.  Let 
m ,...,,, 321

 be m families of disjoint sets, 
wXXXX ,...,,, 321

 each of degree ,n and w  be the 

number of nonempty intersections, such that any two families of disjoint sets meet each other at these w  intersections 
and ,123  nw  then these w intersections called standard of meeting for these m families of disjoint sets [1].  
Definition2.9. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be mfamilies of disjoint sets, meet each other at 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 intersections each 

of degree ,n then m  is called local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, if any two families of disjoint 

sets meet each other at these w  intersections, and any family of disjoint sets has appearance either equal 
2

1w or 
2

3w
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for wodd such that not all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,
2

3w  and for w  even we have three types, 

first all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1
2


w second appearance equal 1
2


w  and ,2
2


w not all 2
2


w  

but at least has one appearance equal ,2
2


w third all families of disjoint sets has appearance equal ,1
2


w except only 

one family of disjoint sets has appearance equal .
2
w  Maximum of locals maximum families of disjoint sets called 

maximum families of disjoint sets [1]. 
Definition2.10.  Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be mfamilies of disjoint sets, 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 be wnonempty intersections each 

of degree ,n then m  families of disjoint sets is called local minimum families of disjoint sets at w intersections with t
families of disjoint sets appear at each intersection, if  nwtwm  )1(  where wt 0 such that .nm  When ,nm
then m  families of disjoint sets is called local minimum families of disjoint sets at w intersections with t families of 
disjoint sets appear at each intersection if nwtkwm  )(  where ,0 wt  ,....4,3,2k and

)1()(  kwmnwkwm such that .nm  Minimum of all locals minimum families of disjoint sets called 
minimum families of disjoint sets[2**].    
Proposition2.11.Let m,...,3,2,1 be m colours used for colouring edges at vertices ,,...,,, 321 wvvvv the colour i  appear

iw
times at w vertices and the colour j appear

jw time at these w vertices where ,1 mi  ,1 mj  then the colour i is 
different from the colour j at these wvertices if and only if

ji www 1 [2]. 
Remark2.12. If the degree of vertex v equal ,n and these edgesincident with the vertex v labeled by ..,...,3,2,1 n
Welabeled the vertex v by ).,...,3,2,1( n Let G be a simple graph with largest vertexdegree ,n and if minimum number 
of colours to colouredges of the graph G equal ,1n (nontrivial case) any vertex labeled by n labels of the set 

}.1,,...,3,2,1{ nn If minimum number of colours to colouredges of the graph G equal ,n (trivial case) any vertex 
labeled by ),...,3,2,1( n or labeled by labels less than n  of the set },...,3,2,1{ n [6]. 
Deffinition2.13. A bridge is an edge whose removal increases the number of components [11]. 
Theorem2.14. The sum of degrees of vertices equals twicethe number of edges [12]. 
Proposition2.15. If we have k finite graphs ,,..,,, 321 kGGGG each graphwith largest vertexdegree ,n the 
minimumnumber of colour to colouredges of the graph

iG is nontrivial colouring (equal 1n ), where ,1 ki  and 
these k finite graphs connected by edges without changing largest degree ,n where ,3n thencolouringedges of 
thiscycle of k graphs and k edges is nontrivial colouring [6]. 
Proposition2.16. If we have k finite graphs ,,..,,, 321 kGGGG each graphwith largest vertexdegree ,n thenumber of 
colour to colouredges of the graph

iG is nontrivial colouring (equal 1n ), where ,1 ki   and these k finite graphs 
connected by edges without changing largest degree ,n where ,3n thencolouringedges of thispath of k graphs and

1k edges is nontrivial colouring [6]. 
Proposition2.17. If we have k finite graphs ,,..,,, 321 kGGGG each graphwith largest vertexdegree ,n the 
minimumnumber of colours to colouredges of the graph

iG is trivial colouring (equal n ), where ,1 ki  and these k

finite graphs connected by edges changing largest degreefrom n to ,1n where ,2n thenminimum colours to 
colouredges of thiscycle (or path) of k graphs and edges (bridges)  equal 1n  [6]. 
Proposition 2.18. If we have k finite graphs ,,...,,, 321 kGGGG each graphwith largest vertexdegree ,n thenumber of 
colour to colouredges of the graph

iG is nontrivial colouring (equal 1n ), where ,1 ki  and these k finite graphs 
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connected by edges (bridges), changing largest degreefrom n to ,1n where ,2n thenminimum colours to 
colouredges of thiscycle (or path) of k graphs and edges (bridges)  equal .1n  

III. SOME RESULTS OF EDGE COLOURING 
 

In this section we modify the definitions of local maximum families of disjoint sets and local minimum families of 
disjoint sets, which we introduced in paper [1], here also weintroduce definition oflocal minimum andlocal maximum 
colour classes to colour edges of the graph, and prove some results related to these two concepts. For any graph with 
known number ofvertices, knownmaximum degree of vertex, and known number of edges, such thatnumber ofvertices 
not exceed twicemaximum degree of vertex, we can determineminimum and maximum number ofcolour classes to 
colour edges of the graph, for any hugenumber of edges, and give many examples. 
Definition3.1. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be mfamilies of disjoint sets, meet each other at 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 intersections each 

of degree ,n then m  is called local maximum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, if for any 1m families of 
disjoint sets there are twofamilies of disjoint sets not meet each other at these w  intersections.   
Definition3.2. Let 

m ,...,,, 321
 be mfamilies of disjoint sets, meet each other at 

wXXXX ,...,,, 321
 intersections each 

of degree ,n then m  is called local minimum families of disjoint sets at w  intersections, if for any 1m families of 
disjoint sets there exist at least twoadjacent sets both belong to onefamily of disjoint sets, or 1m families of disjoint 
sets satisfy trivial colouring (everycolour class appear w times at wvertices). 
The following definition analogue toDefinition 2.5. 
Definition 3.3. Let 

mcccc ,...,,, 321
 be m colour classes used to colour edges of graph ,G and

wvvvv ,...,,, 321
be w  vertices 

withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,n the colour class
ic is said to be meets the colour class

jc at these wvertices,if 
whenever we exchange colour classes at wvertices, there exists at least one vertex

lv  such that the two vertices
ic and

jc
appear at this vertex, where .1 wl   When we say thecolour class

ic not meets the colour class
jc at these w

vertices,means .1 wtt ji  
Remark3.4. As abbreviation instate of notation

mcccc ,...,,, 321
 for colour classes we use notation ,,...,3,2,1 m we labeled 

edges by labels ,,...,3,2,1 m such that two adjacent edges have two different labels, and we label any vertex by labels 
equal its degree and same labels of edges join this vertex, then any colour class appear once at an edge appear twice at 
vertices. 
The following proposition is the same asProposition2.7. restate to be suitable for graph theory, and it even number, 
because it is number of edges belong tocolour class

ic multiple by two, and each edge belongs tocolour class
ic , labeled 

by . i As an example letGbe a graph with 3  vertices and 3  edges, each vertex of degree equal ,2 (triangle), the number 
of colour classes to colour edges of the graph equal , 3 welabel the edges by labels ),3(),2(),1( welabel the vertices by 
labels ),1,3(),3,2(),2,1( each vertexlabeled by labels equal its degree, the number it at w  vertices iseven number,

.2321  ttt  
Proposition3.5. Let 

mcccc ,...,,, 321
 be m colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G and

wvvvv ,...,,, 321
be w  vertices 

withmaximum degree of vertex equal , n and it number of times the colour class
ic appear at these wvertices, then we 

have 
)(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

where mi 1  and it is even for all .i  

Proof: We label edges by colour classes such that two adjacent edges have two different colours, and label any vertex 
by labels equal its degree and same labels of edges join this vertex, then any colour class appear once at edge appear 
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twice at vertices then each it is even for all ,i since 



m

i
it

1

equal number of edges in the graph G multiple by two, 

fromTheorem2.14.the sum of degrees of vertices equal twicethe number of edges, therefore
).(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

 

Remark 3.6. LetGbe a graph with w  vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,n andmbe the number of colour 
classes to colour edges of graph ,G for any it and jt we have .1 ji ttw  For all it where 11  mi we have

wtw
i 


2

1 where w  is odd, and wtw
i 


2

2 where w  is even, and ,2 wtm  such that ,1 mi ttw   where

.11  mi  
Definition 3.7. Let 

mcccc ,...,,, 321
 be m colour classes used to colour edges of graph ,G and

wvvvv ,...,,, 321
be w  vertices 

withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,n  thecolour class
ic is said to be not meets the colour class

jc at these wvertices,if
.1 wtt ji  

Definition3.8. Let G be a graph, m is called local minimum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at w vertices
,,...,,, 321 wvvvv if we use 1m colour classes tocolour edges of graph ,G  then exists at least two adjacent edges belong to 

one colour class or satisfy trivial colouring (everycolour class appear w times at wvertices). 
Proposition 3.9.  Let 

mcccc ,...,,, 321
 be m colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G and

wvvvv ,...,,, 321
be w  vertices, and 

it number of times the colour class
ic appear at these wvertices, ifm  is local minimum colour classes to colour edges of 

graph ,G at wvertices,from equation 
)(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

then all these it have maximum value, such that all it not equal . w  

Proof: Sincem  is colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at wvertices, then any twocolour classes meet each other at
w vertices, this means for all ,i we have wtw

i 

2

1  if w  is odd, or wtw
i 


2

2  if w  is even, from definition oflocal 

minimum colour classes if we divide
)(

1



w

j
jvd

by 1m  thenexists at least two adjacent edges belong to one colour class or 

satisfy trivial colouring, means itw  or , wti   therefore it have maximum value.  
Definition3.10.Let G be a graph, m is called local maximum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at w vertices

,,...,,, 321 wvvvv if we use 1m colour classes tocolour edges of graph ,G  then exists acolour class
ic does not meetcolour 

class
jc at these wvertices, where .11  mji  

Proposition3.11. Let 
mcccc ,...,,, 321

 be m colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G and
wvvvv ,...,,, 321

be w  vertices, and 

it number of times the colour class
ic appear at these wvertices, ifm  is local maximum colour classes to colour edges of 

graph ,G at wvertices,from equation 
)(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

then all these it have minimum value.   

Proof: Sincem  is colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G at wvertices, then any twocolour classes meet each other at
w vertices, this means for all ,i we have wtw

i 

2

1  if w  is odd, or wtw
i 


2

2  if w  is even, from definition oflocal 

maximum colour classes if we divide
)(

1



w

j
jvd

by 1m then exists acolour class
ic does not meetcolour class

jc at these w

vertices, where ,11  mji this means , wtt ji   therefore it have minimum value.  
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Proposition3.12.LetG be a graph of w  vertices, with maximum degree of vertex equal ,n and m is the number of local 

maximum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G let ),(
1





k

j
jvdD 2

1


wt  or
2

3


wt if w is odd, such that t is 

even, and
2

2


wt  or
2

4


wt if w is even, such that t is even, then we have the following:  

(i) , )
2

2( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2

2-wr0   and
2

2w is even. 

(ii) , )
2

4( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2

4-wr0   and
2

4w is even. 

(iii) , )
2

4)(1()1( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2
wr   and

2
4w is even. 

(iv) , )
2

1( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2

3-wr0   and
2

1w is even. 

(v) , )
2

3( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2

5-wr0   and
2

3w is even. 

(vi) , )
2

3()1( rwmrmtD 


 where , 
2

1-wr   and
2

3w is even. 

Proof: In each case of these six cases any two colour classes meet each other at wvertices, and if we used 1m colour 
classes to colour edges of graph ,G then exists acolour class

ic does not meetcolour class
jc at these w vertices, where

.11  mji  
Proposition3.13.LetG be a graph of w  vertices, with maximum degree of vertex equal ,n and m is the number of local 
minimum colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G then we have the following:  
(i) , )1(  wmD where 1w is even. 
(ii) , )1)(1( rwmD  where , 3r2  w and 1w is even. 
(iii) , )2(  wmD where 2w is even. 
(iv) , )2)(1( rwmD  where , 4r2  w  and 2w is even. 
(v) , )1( rmwD  where , 2r2  w  andw is even. 
Proof: In each case of these five casesany two colour classes meet each other at wvertices, if we used 1m colour classes 
instate of mcolour classes, then there exists at least one

it such that , itw therefore m is the number of local minimum 
colour classes to colour edges of graph .G  If we distribute 1w or 2w colour classes between 1m colour classesthen 
there exists at least one

it such that , itw or , itw therefore m is the number of local minimum colour classes to colour 
edges of graph .G  
 
Proposition3.14. LetG be a graph of w  vertices, with maximum degree of vertex equal ,n and m is the number of colour 

classes to colour edges of graph ,G therefore ,
1 t

Dm
w

D



if w is odd, and ,

2 t
Dm

w
D




if w is even, where 

),(
1





k

j
jvdD 2

1


wt  or
2

3


wt if w is odd, such that t is even, and
2

2


wt  or
2

4


wt if w is even, such that t

is even.    
Proof: Let m be the number of colour classes to colour edges of graph ,G from definitionlocal minimum number of 
colour classes, anddefinitionlocal maximum number of colour classes, m lies betweenlocal minimum number of colour 
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classes, andlocal maximum number of colour classes, usingProposition3.12. andProposition3.13.therefore the result 
holds. 
Example3.15.LetGbe a graph of 7  vertices, thesum of degrees of vertices equal ,18 and m be the number of colour 
classes to colour edges of the graph, find the values of .m  

Solution: UsingProposition3.14. we have ,
1 t

Dm
w

D



where , 18D , 7w , 4t therefore ,

4
18

6
18

m if apply the 

rule , 
1

2 rm
w

D
t
D




 where , 
2

1-wr0   and
2

1w is even,  from (Proposition3.12.), we have ,24
4

18
6

18
 rmm  

then . 43  m  
Example3.16.LetGbe a graph of999  vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal , 700  and thesum of degrees of 
vertices equal 698602 and m be the number of colour classes to colour edges of the graph, find the values of .m  

Solution: UsingProposition3.14. we have ,
1 t

Dm
w

D



where , 698602D , 999w , 500t fromProposition3.13.if we 

apply the rule , )1)(1( rwmD  where , 3r2  w and 1w is even, we have , 2)998)(700(698602  we have , 701m
minimum value of m equal , 701   from (Proposition3.12.), if we apply the rule , 

1
2 rm

w
D

t
D




 where , 
2

1-wr0   and

2
1w is even, we have , 1021397

500
698602


t
D  maximum value of m equal , 1397 therefore we have . 1397701  m  

Example3.17.LetGbe a graph of 7  vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,4 andsum of degrees of vertices equal
,24 local minimum number of colour classes to colour edges of graph G equal .4 We labeledthecolour class 1c by the label

,1 thecolour class 2c by the label ,2  thecolour class
3c by the label3 and thecolour class 4c by the label .4  We have 12 edges, 

each one of the labels ,4,3,2,1 labeled by 3 edges. The 7  verticeslabeled by ),4,3,2,1( or labeled by some of labels
),4,3,2,1( such that each vertex has labels equal its degree. At these 7  vertices thecolour class 1c appear 6  times, and each 

of thecolour classes
432 ,, ccc appear 6  times. We can write .24)(6666

7

1

4

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt  

Example3.18.LetGbe a graph of 7  vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,4 andsum of degrees of vertices equal
,24 local maximum number of colour classes to colour edges of graph G equal .6 We labeledthecolour class 1c by the 

label , 1 thecolour class 2c by the label ,2  and generally thecolour class
ic by the label , i where . 61  i We have 12 edges, 2  

edges labeled by , i where . 61  i The7  verticeslabeled by some of labels ),6,5,4,3,2,1( such that each vertex has labels 
equal its degree. At these 7  vertices eachcolour classappear 4  times. We can write

.24)(444444
7

1

6

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt Also we can used 5  colour classes to colour edges of this graph, and 

wecan write .24)(44466
7

1

5

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt  

Example3.19.LetGbe a graph of 4 vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,3 we have 5 edges,sum of degrees of 
vertices equal ,10 local maximum number of colour classes to colour edges of graph G equal ,3 also local minimum 
number of colour classes to colour edges of graphG equal .3 We labeledthecolour class 1c by the label ,3 thecolour class 2c
by the label ,2  thecolour class

3c by the label .3 We have 2  edges labeled ,1 2  edges labeled ,2 one edge labeled .3 The4  

vertices two of them labeled by ),3,2,1( and two labeled by ).2,1( We can write .10)(244
4

1

3

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt  
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Remark3.20. Example3.17. andExample3.18. satisfies Proposition3.14, we have .64  m Example3.15. also satisfies 
Proposition3.14, we have .33 m  
Example3.21.LetGbe a graph with20 vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal ,11 andsum of degrees of vertices 
equal ,166 local maximum number of colour classes to colour edges of graphG equal .14 We labeledthecolour class 1c by 
the label ,1 thecolour class 2c by the label ,2  thecolour class

3c by the label ,3 till we labeled thecolour class 14c by the label .14   
We have 83 edges, each of labels  13,12,...,3,2,1 labeled 6  edges,  there are 5 edges labeled by .14  The20 verticeslabeled by 
some of labels  14,13,12,...,3,2,1 such that each vertex has labels equal its degree. At these 20  vertices each colour 
classappear12 times, except the colour class 14c appear10 times. We can write .166)()10(1)12(13

20

1

14

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt

The local minimum number of colour classes to colour edges of graphG equal .11 We labeledthecolour class 1c by the 
label ,1 thecolour class 2c by the label ,2  thecolour class

3c by the label ,3 till we labeled thecolour class 11c by the label .11   
We have 83  edges, each one of labels  10,9,...,3,2,1 labeled 8  edges,  there are 3  edges labeled by .11  The 20 
verticeslabeled by  11,10,9,...,3,2,1  or some of labels  11,10,9,...,3,2,1 such that each vertex has labels equal its degree. At these

20  vertices each colour classappear 16  times, except the colour class 11c appear 6  times. We can write

.166)()6(1)16(10
20

1

11

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt There are numbers ofcolour classes, betweenlocal maximum and local 

minimum, fornumber of colour classes to colour edges of graph G equal ,12 we have 83  edges, each one of labels 
 11,10,9,...,3,2,1 labeled 7  edges,  there are 6  edges labeled by .12 The20 verticeslabeled by some of labels   ,12,11,10,9,...,3,2,1

such that each vertex has labels equal its degree. At these20 vertices each colour classappear14 times, except the colour 
class 12c appear12 times. We can write .166)(12)1()14(11

20

1

12

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt Fornumber of colour classes to colour 

edges of graphG equal ,13 we have 83 edges, each one of labels    8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1 labeled 6  edges,  and each one of labels 
   13,12,11,10,9 labeled 7  edges. The20 verticeslabeled by some of labels   ,13,12,11,10,9,...,3,2,1 such that each vertex has labels 

equal its degree. At these20 vertices there are 8 colour classesappear12 times, and there are 5 colour classesappear14 
times.We can write .166)()14(5)12(8

20

1

13

1
 

 j
j

i
i vdt  

Remark3.22. Example3.17. satisfies Proposition4.10, we have .1
12
16611 m  

Example3.23.FromExample3.21. we find four graphs with colour classesequal14, ,13 ,12 .11 In first step we draw the 
graph in14colour, we have 83 edges. We draw20 vertices, each of degree zero, then we draw 6 edges parallel (any two 
nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 1 and draw 6 edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 2 we 
continue till draw 6 edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 13 finally we draw 5edges parallel (any 
two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 14 such that maximum degree of vertex equal . 11 In second step we draw the 
graphin13colours. We draw20 vertices, each of degree zero, then we draw 6 edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each 
edgelabeled by , 1 and draw 6 edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 2 we continue till draw 6
edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 8 then we draw 7edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each 
edgelabeled by , 9 and draw 7 edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 10 we continue till draw 7
edges parallel (any two nonadjacent) each edgelabeled by , 13 such that maximum degree of vertex equal . 11 In step three 
we draw the graphin12colours.In step four we draw the graphin11colours. 
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Proposition3.24.LetG be a graph of w  vertices, with maximum degree of vertex equal ,n and m is the number of colour classes to 

colour edges of graph ,G  Fromthe equation
)(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

 if we have T ismaximum value of it for all ,i and
),(

1




w

j
jvdnT

then

.1 nm  
Proof: Fromdefinition of T we have

mTt
m

i
i 

1

and fromequation
)(

11




w

j
j

m

i
i vdt

we have
,)(

11
mTvdt

w

j
j

m

i
i  



and from

),(
1





w

j
jvdnT

 we have
,)(

11
mTvdtnT

w

j
j

m

i
i  



then we have ,mn  then .1 nm  

Example3.25. LetG be a graph of 5  vertices, the sum of degrees of vertices equal ,14  with maximum degree of vertex equal ,3 if 3 is 
the minimum number of colour classes to colour edges of the graph,at these 5  vertices thecolour class 1c appear 6  times, and each of 

thecolour classes
32 ,cc appear 4  times, it is impossible thecolour class 1c 6  times at these 5  vertices, therefore minimum number of 

colour classes to colour edges of this graphequal .4  
Example3.26.LetGbe a graph with999  vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal . 700  Findmaximum number of edges such 
that number of colour classes to colour edges of the graphG equal , 700 and findminimum number of edges such that number of 
colour classes to colour edges of the graphG equal , 701  
Solution: Letthesum of degrees of all vertices equal ,D the number of edges equal Ddivided by two, thereforemaximum number of 
edges depend onmaximum number of ,D maximum value of Dsuch that number of colour classes is , 700 equal998 multiple by

, 700 maximum number of edges such that number of colour classes is , 700 equal . 349300 minimum number of edges such that 
number of colour classes is , 701 equal . 349301  
Remark3.27. In this paper each graph Gof w  vertices,with maximum degree of vertex equal ,n and m is the number of colour 
classes to colour edges of the graph, ,123  nw and .12  nmn If thegraphGof number of vertices greater than  graphGof 

,12 n  vertices, we try  find subgraphs ,...,, 321 GGG of G such that any subgraph has number of vertices less than ,12 n and then 
useProposition2.15, Proposition2.16,Proposition2.17,or Proposition2.18, which is suitable. 
Example3.28.Let 1G be a graph of 7 vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal4 and number of edges equal , 15 2G be a graph of
7 vertices, withmaximum degree of vertex equal4 and number of edges equal , 15 3G be a graph of 7 vertices, withmaximum degree 

of vertex equal4 and number of edges equal , 13 4 is minimum number of colour to colouredges of every one of graphs ,,, 321 GGG
we have three bridges, any one connect two of these three graphs, such that largest degree of vertex remain ,4 usingProposition 2.18. 
minimum number of colour to colouredges of these45 edgesequal . 5  
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